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Abstract—Synchronous inter-process communication (IPC) is a
central operation in microkernel-based operating systems, which
are commonly employed in mixed-criticality real-time systems. A
key desideratum in an IPC protocol for time-sensitive systems is
temporal isolation: when invoking a shared server, the worst-case
interference incurred by the waiting client (i.e., the maximum
amount of budget its reservation drains while waiting for the reply)
should be bounded irrespective of the behavior of competing,
untrusted clients. Additionally, an IPC protocol should support
server-to-server (S2S) invocations, so that servers may invoke
other servers when handling requests, which enables modern
software engineering practices (e.g., reuse of shared functionality,
decomposition of complex services into cooperating servers, etc.).

However, no prior synchronous multiprocessor IPC protocol
achieves both. The main contribution of this paper is to remedy
this limitation: the proposed G(IP)2C protocol for partitioned,
reservation-based multiprocessor scheduling ensures a strong no-
tion of temporal isolation while permitting S2S invocations without
placing any restrictions on which processors clients and servers
reside on. The protocol is defined as a set of request-sequencing,
bandwidth-delegation, and budget-exhaustion rules, analyzed in
terms of maximum budget drain, extended to multi-occupancy
reservations and background tasks, and shown to be practically
realizable with a prototype implementation in LITMUSRT.

I. INTRODUCTION

Many real-time operating systems for critical and mixed-
criticality systems follow a microkernel design. Notable exam-
ples are QNX [32], the L4 familly [10, 18], Quest-V [22], and
CompositeOS [29]. A key driver for this design preference is
the high degree of isolation and fault containment achievable
by microkernel-based systems, which realize most of the
functionality provided by the operating system (device drivers,
file systems, etc.) in user-space processes called servers.

In particular, microkernel-based systems offer an elegant
and robust solution to the problem of resource sharing in the
presence of untrusted tasks: access to shared resources (such
as actual hardware devices or higher-level OS facilities) can
be mediated by encapsulating them in resource servers. In this
approach, instead of exercising direct, unchecked access to
shared resources (which would require trust), clients invoke
the corresponding resource servers using a synchronous inter-
process communication (IPC) protocol to request operations
to be carried out on their behalf according to a well-defined,
access-controlled interface (which requires trusting the server,
but not other clients). Unsurprisingly, the IPC infrastructure
is a central part of any microkernel, influencing its overall de-
sign [23], and subject to much optimization and benchmarking.

When hosting time-sensitive applications, temporal pre-
dictability also becomes a key design objective. Consequently,

a real-time IPC protocol should guarantee temporal isolation
(i.e., bounded delay) to clients invoking shared resource servers,
which however is easier said than done. In the context of mixed-
criticality systems in particular, such guarantees are difficult to
offer since the number of competing tasks may be uncertain
and since tasks cannot be trusted to be well-behaved [5].

The challenge of ensuring temporal isolation does not get any
easier if resource servers may invoke other servers as part of
handling requests. We refer to such requests as server-to-server
(S2S) requests, as opposed to client-to-server (C2S) requests
emitted by top-level applications. S2S requests introduce the
possibility for a client to be delayed due to contention for
servers it does not explicitly invoke. This problem is similar
to the transitive blocking problem encountered in the context
of nested locking protocols, which can result in exponential
delays as shown by Takada and Sakamura [34].

While IPC protocols are typically designed to be extremely
fast in the absence of contention [10, 23, 24], historically,
much less attention has been given to the sequencing of
concurrent requests, and even less so in the context of
multiprocessor systems. Prior work in this space can be
divided roughly into two categories: (1) flexible approaches
permitting S2S invocations, which however do not ensure
temporal isolation, and (2) approaches offering strong temporal
isolation guarantees that alas support only C2S requests.

Related work in the first category (reviewed in Section IX)
focuses mostly on FIFO and priority queues, which do not
guarantee temporal isolation in the presence of untrusted tasks,
especially if servers and clients reside on different proces-
sors. To our knowledge, the mixed-criticality IPC (MC-IPC)
protocol [5] is the only protocol in the second category. The
MC-IPC protocol offers strong temporal isolation properties
in the context of mixed-criticality systems, regardless of the
number and behavior of competing tasks. Unfortunately, the
MC-IPC protocol lacks support for S2S requests.

Proper handling of S2S requests must reconcile two difficult
problems: first, how to interleave concurrent S2S requests in a
way that does not cause deadlock or exponential worst-case
delays for clients; and second, how to do so while preserving
some level of parallelism? Advances in real-time nested locking
protocols, especially the real-time nested locking protocol
(RNLP) [36, 37] and more recently the group-independence-
preserving protocol (GIPP) [31], offer solutions that can help
reconcile these aspects in systems using job-level fixed priority
(JLFP) schedulers. However, these solutions do not directly
apply in the IPC context since they assume fully trusted
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Fig. 1: G(IP)2C protocol components overview.

worst-case execution times and critical-section lengths. In
contrast, budgets are typically enforced with reservation-based
scheduling [27] in a mixed-criticality setting. A real-time IPC
protocol must hence account for the possibility of budget
exhaustion during IPC, which is a major complication.

The main contribution of this paper is the first protocol
that simultaneously solves all of these challenges: the group-
independence-preserving IPC protocol (Section IV) for parti-
tioned, reservation-based multiprocessor scheduling, henceforth
abbreviated as the G(IP)2C protocol. The G(IP)2C protocol
prevents deadlock and ensures temporal isolation (Section V),
is suitable for use with untrusted tasks and in mixed-criticality
systems, and allows for S2S requests while still ensuring a
degree of parallelism in the processing of concurrent C2S
requests. We additionally show how to adapt the G(IP)2C pro-
tocol to allow for multi-occupancy reservations (i.e., multiple
tasks sharing a reservation) and best-effort background tasks
(Section VI). Finally, we report on a prototype implementation
of the G(IP)2C protocol in LITMUSRT [3, 9] that shows the
protocol to be realizable in practice (Section VII).

II. HIGH-LEVEL OVERVIEW

The G(IP)2C protocol involves a fair number of interacting
elements and techniques. For ease of understanding, we begin
with a high-level overview of the G(IP)2C protocol, with a focus
on its structure (see Fig. 1), central elements, and the underlying
intuition. A precise definition is given later in Section IV.

The G(IP)2C protocol orchestrates the communication be-
tween possibly untrusted clients and trusted resource servers.
Invocation requests are issued to resource servers using the
gip_invoke system call. Conceptually, a resource server
respectively selects a request to handle and completes it with
the gip_wait and gip_reply operations. For efficiency,
these two operations are actually combined into a single
gip_reply_wait system call in which a server atomically
completes a request and picks the next one (if any). The client
of a request is suspended until it receives an answer from
the invoked server. The G(IP)2C protocol guarantees bounds
on this waiting time in terms of the budget expended by the
reservation hosting the client.

There are two distinct types of requests depending on the
nature of the issuer: C2S requests are emitted by tasks of top-
level applications, whereas S2S requests are emitted by resource
servers as part of processing another request. It follows that

the processing of a C2S request can result in many subsequent
S2S requests, which must be tracked. The IPC context is the
main structure used internally in the G(IP)2C protocol to track
the progress of C2S and S2S requests. It embeds the necessary
information to let resource servers determine when a request
can be processed safely without breaking temporal isolation.

The lifecycle of a C2S request consists of an IPC context
acquisition phase (Phase 1) followed by a request service phase
(Phase 2). The main purpose of Phase 1 is to resolve intra-
processor contention. To this end, the G(IP)2C provides only
one shared IPC context for each processor and each “server
group” (introduced shortly). Tasks must hence first acquire
their local IPC context before they can issue a C2S request.

Phase 2 starts once a task has acquired the necessary IPC
context. During this phase, the IPC context is enqueued in a
global queue of requests. Resource servers process requests
from this queue, potentially in parallel, based on the information
contained in the IPC context. Phase 2 ends when the initial
C2S request is complete, at which point the client is resumed.

To avoid deadlock and the risk of exponential delay, it is
necessary to introduce non-work-conserving behavior into the
request service phase (as pioneered by the RNLP [36] and
also employed in the GIPP [31]). Specifically, servers must not
always serve the next C2S or S2S request immediately when the
prior request is finished, as that can easily lead to pathological
scenarios. Rather, servers may start serving a request only if
there is no risk of thereby delaying any earlier, still-unfinished
C2S requests (directly or indirectly).

To track which resource server is or will be involved in the
processing of a request, we introduce the notion of a server
ticket. A server ticket is a single-use token required to invoke
a resource server and consumed on reply. Each acquired IPC
context is equipped with a finite multiset of server tickets,
representing the resources needed to fulfill the client request
in the worst case. As a result, the multiset of server tickets
of an IPC context represents the current and future resource
servers potentially involved in processing this request.

It follows that two C2S requests do not interfere if their
ticket multisets do not intersect. Hence, during the request
service phase, a request is served only if there is no conflicting
C2S request emitted earlier. This approach, inspired by the
dynamic group locks (DGL) variant of the RNLP [37], also
prevents deadlock (as shown in Section V).

Clearly, IPC contexts with disjoint sets of server tickets
do not directly affect each other through the just-sketched
ticketing rules. It would thus be undesirable for such unrelated
C2S requests to compete for the IPC context of the same
processor. Rather, such disjoint C2S requests should be handled
in separate scopes. We introduce the notion of a server group
for that purpose. Two resource servers belong to the same
server group if there is a dependency among them, i.e., if at
least one operation of one of the two servers requires invoking
the other. Therefore, server groups partition the set of resource
servers into disjoint sets that can safely operate in parallel.
The G(IP)2C protocol thus operates at the server group level:
each server group has a separate global queue and set of IPC
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contexts. Clients interact with only one server group at a time.
The notion of progress in the G(IP)2C protocol is deeply

tied to the employed scheduling model. The G(IP)2C protocol
is suited for systems using reservation-based scheduling [27].
Tasks are encapsulated in reservations with a finite budget of
processor time that is occasionally replenished. By scheduling
these reservations instead of their contained tasks directly,
temporal isolation can be offered in the presence of untrusted
or unknown worst-case execution times.

In the G(IP)2C protocol, resource servers are passive: they
are not assigned to a reservation and instead execute on behalf
of their client using a form of bandwidth inheritance [11, 21].
Bandwidth inheritance is a mechanism allowing a task to
make its budget available to another one. This is achieved
by decoupling a task’s scheduling context from the rest of
its execution context: each task contained in a reservation is
assigned a service token representing its scheduling context.

Service tokens are scheduled by reservations and can be
transferred to other tasks, giving them the right to be dispatched
in place of the task giving up its service token. We then say that
a task delegates its bandwidth to another. Bandwidth delegation
takes effect across reservation and processor boundaries: a task
making use of a service token that it received via bandwidth
delegation is transferred to the corresponding reservation,
temporarily migrating to another processor if necessary.

Bandwidth delegation is necessarily transitive. A key chal-
lenge is to manage an effective bandwidth delegation flow from
regular tasks to resource servers. To that end, we introduce
the notion of a bandwidth proxy. A bandwidth proxy is a
non-executable entity that can receive and delegate bandwidth.
These proxies greatly simplify the delegation rules that ensure
that resource servers always receive the service tokens of all
clients waiting for them, either directly or indirectly.

With a high-level overview of the G(IP)2C protocol and its
key entities in place, we now offer a more formal definition.

III. SYSTEM MODEL

We consider a partitioned system with m identical processors
p1, . . . , pm. The main schedulable entities are N reservations
R1, . . . , RN . Each reservation Rj has a current budget Bj and
a current priority Yj . We assume that priorities are unique (i.e.,
any ties are broken arbitrarily but consistently). Reservations
are statically assigned to processors and do not migrate.

Each reservation hosts one or more tasks releasing jobs over
time. We denote by Ji a job of a task Ti. The number of tasks
within each reservation and their parameters are left unspecified.
A reservation is active if at least one of the contained tasks
has a pending (i.e., incomplete) job and is inactive otherwise.
An incomplete job is pending regardless of whether it is ready
to execute, waiting for IPC, or suspended for other reasons.

The system contains an unspecified number of serially
reusable resources `1, `2, . . . shared by the tasks. Each resource
`q is encapsulated in a corresponding resource server Sq that
can be invoked by regular jobs and other resource servers.
Each server Sq has a set of resource-specific operations, is
sequential, and belongs to exactly one server group. Resource

servers can call other servers when handling requests as long
as they belong to the same server group.

Access rights are managed by means of server tickets: a
server ticket is a server-specific token a client must present
before invoking a resource server. For each operation o, we
assume there exists a finite multiset Lo containing enough
server tickets to carry out o. The ticket multiset Lo can be a
conservative superset of the server tickets actually needed to
carry out o (e.g., as determined by a static analysis). While we
do not address security considerations in this paper, we note
that our notion of server tickets is well suited for integration
with a capability system as commonly found in microkernels.

Upon its release, a job Ji receives a service token τi
representing its right to be scheduled in its reservation. This
token is referred to as Ji’s assigned service token. τi has an
intra-reservation priority, which is determined on Ji’s release.

For each processor, there is a top-level scheduler in charge of
selecting, at any time t, the highest-priority active reservation
with non-zero budget. The selected reservation, in turn, invokes
its reservation-level scheduler to select the highest-priority
service token held by an executable entity in the ready state
(if any). Finally, the reservation-level scheduler dispatches the
holder of this service token.

We employ the passive server model: resource servers are not
contained in reservations and instead benefit from bandwidth
delegation. Bandwidth delegation is a mechanism allowing the
transfer of service tokens between jobs, resource servers, and
non-executable entities called bandwidth proxies. The set of
service tokens held by an entity at time t (either assigned or
obtained by delegation) is called its bandwidth. An executable
entity (job or resource server) is dispatched using one of the
scheduled service tokens comprising its bandwidth. If several
service tokens are available, the choice can be made arbitrarily.

Upon starting delegation, a delegator fully transfers its
bandwidth to a recipient, i.e., a delegator’s bandwidth is always
empty. Delegation is transitive: a delegator receiving bandwidth
forwards it to its recipient. An entity retrieves all its bandwidth
when it ceases delegation. Cyclic delegation is forbidden.

The employed scheduling and budgeting rules (i.e., how a
reservation Rj’s current priority Yj is determined and how
and when Rj’s current budget Bj is replenished) are left
underspecified for generality. The G(IP)2C protocol’s analytical
guarantees depend on only the following two assumptions:
A1 an active reservation’s current priority Yj changes only

when its budget is exhausted or replenished; and
A2 an active reservation’s current budget Bj drains at unit

speed whenever the reservation is selected for service
by the top-level scheduler, regardless of whether it has a
ready task or server to dispatch.

Note that Assumption A2 covers both the regular execution
of contained tasks as well as bandwidth delegation. Further,
if an active reservation is selected by the top-level scheduler,
and none of its client tasks are ready (i.e., there are pending
jobs, but they are all waiting for IPC or are suspended) and
no server is inheriting its budget, then the reservation idles: it
consumes budget at unit speed without dispatching a task or
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server, and background tasks or tasks from other reservations
may be dispatched instead as a form of slack reclamation [8].

IV. THE G(IP)2C PROTOCOL

In this section, we introduce the main rules of the G(IP)2C
protocol. For the sake of simplicity, we first assume that each
reservation contains only one task and that no background job
uses the IPC infrastructure. We will later lift these limitations
with protocol extensions presented in Section VI.

The G(IP)2C protocol rules fall into three categories: sequenc-
ing, bandwidth delegation, and abortion rules. We introduce
these rules in the context of a job Ji invoking a resource
server Sq in group g to carry out operation o. Ti is assigned
to reservation Rj assigned to a processor pk. Fig. 2 illustrates
the structures and concepts introduced throughout this section.

A. Sequencing Rules

The G(IP)2C protocol orchestrates the invocation of resource
servers by jobs of applications (i.e., tasks). Conceptually, there
are three operations: jobs issue C2S requests to servers using
the gip_invoke system call, servers wait for requests with
gip_wait and complete them with gip_reply. Addition-
ally, resource servers can invoke other servers as part of
handling client requests. In this case, they emit S2S requests,
also using gip_invoke. The gip_invoke and gip_wait
operations are blocking; their callers (jobs or resource servers)
are suspended until completion of the respective operation.

The lifecycle of a C2S request emitted by Ji consists of
two consecutive phases. In the first phase, Ji must acquire
an IPC context, which is used to track the progress of its
request, and which also limits the number of concurrent C2S
on each processor. Phase 1 begins with a job’s gip_invoke
invocation. Then, in the second phase, the acquired IPC context
is enqueued in a group queue from which resource servers pick
requests to handle. The request selection rules are designed such
that a C2S request cannot be delayed after a resource server
starts handling it. The request is then said to be committed. This
notion is important for two reasons: a committed request cannot
be aborted, and committing a request affects the progress in
Phase 1. For convenience, we use the term committed also to
refer to IPC contexts tracking committed C2S requests.
Phase 1. The IPC context-acquisition phase resolves intra-
processor contention. During this phase, jobs of reservations
on the same processor contend for an IPC context. There is one
such IPC context per group and per processor. We denote by Ckg
the IPC context for the group g and the processor pk. An IPC
context is either acquired or available and, additionally, has an
associated slot that can be occupied by a waiting reservation.
Each IPC context Ckg is guarded by a priority queue PQk

g of
reservations, as illustrated in Fig. 2a. Finally, a reservation
requires Ckg if it has a job waiting to acquire or holding Ckg .
The rules under which Ji acquires Ckg are stated below.
C1 Rj is enqueued in PQk

g when it starts requiring Ckg .
C2 Whenever Ckg ’s slot is free, the highest-priority reservation

queued in PQk
g (if any) is dequeued from PQk

g and moved
to Ckg ’s slot. The reservation becomes slotted.

C3 Ji acquires Ckg when (a) its reservation Rj is slotted and
(b) no other job is holding Ckg .

The significance of the slot concept may not be obvious at
first, but will become more apparent after we introduce the
delegation and abortion rules (in Sections IV-B and IV-C). In
short, the slot mechanism serves to protect waiting reservations
from excessive budget drain in the case of repeated budget
depletions (by higher-priority reservations). More specifically,
the slot will be essential to establishing Lemmas 5 and 6.

Phase 2. The request-service phase resolves inter-processor con-
tention. During this phase, IPC context holders are sequenced
and their requests processed by servers in a deadlock-free
manner. Deadlock freedom is ensured by protocol rules and
the server ticket abstraction (see Theorem 1 in Section V).
Phase 2 starts when Rule C3 takes effect.

Each server group contains a group queue of IPC contexts,
denoted as GQ. As mentioned previously, IPC contexts track
the state of C2S requests. The state stored in an IPC context
Ckg consists of a timestamp ts(Ckg ), a multiset of server tickets
T (Ckg ), and a call stack. We denote by Rk,j the j-th request on
Ckg ’s call stack. It follows that Ckg tracks the progress of Rk,1.
We call the request on top of Ckg ’s stack its current request.

During Phase 2, C2S and S2S requests are processed in
essentially the same way. The only difference is that, before
emitting a C2S request, the corresponding IPC context must
be initialized and enqueued in GQ.

S1 Upon being acquired by job Ji at time t, the IPC context
Ckg is first initialized and then enqueued in GQ. After Ckg ’s
initialization, ts(Ckg ) = t and T (Ckg ) = Lo. We assume a
strict total order on timestamps.

S2 When gip_invoke is called to issue a request Rk,j to
a server Sq , Rk,j is pushed onto Ckg ’s call stack and Sq is
notified of a request arrival. gip_invoke fails if T (Ckg )
does not contain a ticket for Sq or Sq is already serving
a request on Ckg ’s call stack.

S3 A C2S request Rk,1 becomes committed when Ckg is
enqueued in GQ and there is no IPC context Cbg in GQ
such that (a) ts(Cbg) < ts(Ckg ) and (b) T (Cbg)∩T (Ckg ) 6=∅.

S4 A request Rk,j is served by the respective resource server
when Rk,1 is committed and Rk,j is on Ckg ’s call stack.

S5 Ckg ’s slot is freed when Rk,1 becomes committed. We say
the reservation ceases to be slotted.

S6 When gip_reply is called, Rk,j is popped from Ckg ’s
call stack and a ticket for Sq is consumed from T (Ckg ).

S7 When Ji exits Phase 2 (i.e., on Rk,1’s completion), Ckg
is dequeued from GQ and released.

An example of Phase 2 is depicted in Fig. 2b. It illustrates
the non-work-conserving behavior of the G(IP)2C protocol: S4

is stalling even though R2,1 is waiting for it. However, R3,1 is
served even though a blocked request has been emitted earlier,
showing that the G(IP)2C protocol allows some degree of in-
group parallelism. Fig. 2a shows that the slots of committed
IPC contexts are not occupied by the reservation of their holder.
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<latexit sha1_base64="wel3JHEH8RKdEe9LJuEqTp4Y9TM=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE1GPRi3iqaD+gDWWznbRLN5uwuxFK6E/w4kERr/4ib/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkRwbVz32ymsrK6tbxQ3S1vbO7t75f2Dpo5TxbDBYhGrdkA1Ci6xYbgR2E4U0igQ2ApGN1O/9YRK81g+mnGCfkQHkoecUWOlh7ue1ytX3Ko7A1kmXk4qkKPeK391+zFLI5SGCap1x3MT42dUGc4ETkrdVGNC2YgOsGOppBFqP5udOiEnVumTMFa2pCEz9fdERiOtx1FgOyNqhnrRm4r/eZ3UhFd+xmWSGpRsvihMBTExmf5N+lwhM2JsCWWK21sJG1JFmbHplGwI3uLLy6R5VvUuquf355XadR5HEY7gGE7Bg0uowS3UoQEMBvAMr/DmCOfFeXc+5q0FJ585hD9wPn8AyHuNew==</latexit>

J1
<latexit sha1_base64="1yPd1NT7Ge7xumWUfKo6km3V0jA=">AAAB6nicbVDLTgJBEOzFF+IL9ehlIjHxRHYJUY9ELx7xwSOBDZkdemHC7OxmZtaEED7BiweN8eoXefNvHGAPClbSSaWqO91dQSK4Nq777eTW1jc2t/LbhZ3dvf2D4uFRU8epYthgsYhVO6AaBZfYMNwIbCcKaRQIbAWjm5nfekKleSwfzThBP6IDyUPOqLHSw32v0iuW3LI7B1klXkZKkKHeK351+zFLI5SGCap1x3MT40+oMpwJnBa6qcaEshEdYMdSSSPU/mR+6pScWaVPwljZkobM1d8TExppPY4C2xlRM9TL3kz8z+ukJrzyJ1wmqUHJFovCVBATk9nfpM8VMiPGllCmuL2VsCFVlBmbTsGG4C2/vEqalbJ3Ua7eVUu16yyOPJzAKZyDB5dQg1uoQwMYDOAZXuHNEc6L8+58LFpzTjZzDH/gfP4A1i+NhA==</latexit>

R2

<latexit sha1_base64="PurHT8Y2Al0ln46GrkDEt2HTUtU=">AAAB+HicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1ofjbp0M1gEVyURUZfFblxWsA9oY5hMJ+3QySTMTIQa+iVuXCji1k9x5984abPQ1gMDh3Pu5Z45QcKZ0o7zbZXW1jc2t8rblZ3dvf2qfXDYUXEqCW2TmMeyF2BFORO0rZnmtJdIiqOA024waeZ+95FKxWJxr6cJ9SI8EixkBGsj+XZ1EGE9JphnzZk/enB9u+bUnTnQKnELUoMCLd/+GgxjkkZUaMKxUn3XSbSXYakZ4XRWGaSKJphM8Ij2DRU4osrL5sFn6NQoQxTG0jyh0Vz9vZHhSKlpFJjJPKZa9nLxP6+f6vDay5hIUk0FWRwKU450jPIW0JBJSjSfGoKJZCYrImMsMdGmq4opwV3+8irpnNfdy/rF3UWtcVPUUYZjOIEzcOEKGnALLWgDgRSe4RXerCfrxXq3PhajJavYOYI/sD5/AJr1kxA=</latexit>

C1
g

<latexit sha1_base64="debQAQWaUfNZ+wkS3dvdUVXJbCk=">AAAB73icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgQcKuBPUY9OIxAfOAZAmzk0kyZHZ2nekVwpKf8OJBEa/+jjf/xkmyB00saCiquunuCmIpDLrut5NbW9/Y3MpvF3Z29/YPiodHTRMlmvEGi2Sk2wE1XArFGyhQ8nasOQ0DyVvB+G7mt564NiJSDziJuR/SoRIDwShaqV2r99LhhTftFUtu2Z2DrBIvIyXIUOsVv7r9iCUhV8gkNabjuTH6KdUomOTTQjcxPKZsTIe8Y6miITd+Or93Ss6s0ieDSNtSSObq74mUhsZMwsB2hhRHZtmbif95nQQHN34qVJwgV2yxaJBIghGZPU/6QnOGcmIJZVrYWwkbUU0Z2ogKNgRv+eVV0rwse1flSr1Sqt5mceThBE7hHDy4hircQw0awEDCM7zCm/PovDjvzseiNedkM8fwB87nD2SDj48=</latexit>

PQg,1

<latexit sha1_base64="zIbdvv5NaTR1F3iLERqdEKbi39o=">AAAB6nicbVDLTgJBEOzFF+IL9ehlIjHxRHaVqEeiF4/44JHAhswODUyYnd3MzJqQDZ/gxYPGePWLvPk3DrAHBSvppFLVne6uIBZcG9f9dnIrq2vrG/nNwtb2zu5ecf+goaNEMayzSESqFVCNgkusG24EtmKFNAwENoPRzdRvPqHSPJKPZhyjH9KB5H3OqLHSw333vFssuWV3BrJMvIyUIEOtW/zq9CKWhCgNE1TrtufGxk+pMpwJnBQ6icaYshEdYNtSSUPUfjo7dUJOrNIj/UjZkobM1N8TKQ21HoeB7QypGepFbyr+57UT07/yUy7jxKBk80X9RBATkenfpMcVMiPGllCmuL2VsCFVlBmbTsGG4C2+vEwaZ2Xvoly5q5Sq11kceTiCYzgFDy6hCrdQgzowGMAzvMKbI5wX5935mLfmnGzmEP7A+fwB17ONhQ==</latexit>

R3
<latexit sha1_base64="9mLxZN+3LdWBOlFcpYSgDPxNgmI=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKexqUI9BL+IponlAsoTZSScZMju7zMwKYcknePGgiFe/yJt/4yTZgyYWNBRV3XR3BbHg2rjut5NbWV1b38hvFra2d3b3ivsHDR0limGdRSJSrYBqFFxi3XAjsBUrpGEgsBmMbqZ+8wmV5pF8NOMY/ZAOJO9zRo2VHu66591iyS27M5Bl4mWkBBlq3eJXpxexJERpmKBatz03Nn5KleFM4KTQSTTGlI3oANuWShqi9tPZqRNyYpUe6UfKljRkpv6eSGmo9TgMbGdIzVAvelPxP6+dmP6Vn3IZJwYlmy/qJ4KYiEz/Jj2ukBkxtoQyxe2thA2poszYdAo2BG/x5WXSOCt7F+XKfaVUvc7iyMMRHMMpeHAJVbiFGtSBwQCe4RXeHOG8OO/Ox7w152Qzh/AHzucPy4ONfQ==</latexit>

J3

<latexit sha1_base64="63jWzoVSOGSPqWfzhcefYbaDr/0=">AAAB+HicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1ofjbp0M1gEVyUpRV0Wu3FZwT6gjWEynbZDJ5MwMxFq6Je4caGIWz/FnX/jpM1CWw8MHM65l3vmBDFnSjvOt1XY2Nza3inulvb2Dw7L9tFxR0WJJLRNIh7JXoAV5UzQtmaa014sKQ4DTrvBtJn53UcqFYvEvZ7F1AvxWLARI1gbybfLgxDrCcE8bc798UPNtytO1VkArRM3JxXI0fLtr8EwIklIhSYcK9V3nVh7KZaaEU7npUGiaIzJFI9p31CBQ6q8dBF8js6NMkSjSJonNFqovzdSHCo1CwMzmcVUq14m/uf1Ez269lIm4kRTQZaHRglHOkJZC2jIJCWazwzBRDKTFZEJlpho01XJlOCufnmddGpV97Jav6tXGjd5HUU4hTO4ABeuoAG30II2EEjgGV7hzXqyXqx362M5WrDynRP4A+vzB5x5kxE=</latexit>

C2
g

<latexit sha1_base64="LOWu0LD+8heRZDUh5g/pvTmooFc=">AAAB6nicbVDJSgNBEK2JW4xb1KOXxiB4CjMSl2PQi8e4ZIFkCD2dStKkp2fo7hHCkE/w4kERr36RN//GTjIHTXxQ8Hiviqp6QSy4Nq777eRWVtfWN/Kbha3tnd294v5BQ0eJYlhnkYhUK6AaBZdYN9wIbMUKaRgIbAajm6nffEKleSQfzThGP6QDyfucUWOlh/vuebdYcsvuDGSZeBkpQYZat/jV6UUsCVEaJqjWbc+NjZ9SZTgTOCl0Eo0xZSM6wLalkoao/XR26oScWKVH+pGyJQ2Zqb8nUhpqPQ4D2xlSM9SL3lT8z2snpn/lp1zGiUHJ5ov6iSAmItO/SY8rZEaMLaFMcXsrYUOqKDM2nYINwVt8eZk0zsreRblyVylVr7M48nAEx3AKHlxCFW6hBnVgMIBneIU3RzgvzrvzMW/NOdnMIfyB8/kD2ruNhw==</latexit>

R5

<latexit sha1_base64="QFD0rkHdDb6LuM5Ge3fvyN8khic=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokU9Vj0Ip4q2g9oQ9lsN+3SzSbsToQS+hO8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IJHCoOt+Oyura+sbm4Wt4vbO7t5+6eCwaeJUM95gsYx1O6CGS6F4AwVK3k40p1EgeSsY3Uz91hPXRsTqEccJ9yM6UCIUjKKVHu561V6p7FbcGcgy8XJShhz1Xumr249ZGnGFTFJjOp6boJ9RjYJJPil2U8MTykZ0wDuWKhpx42ezUyfk1Cp9EsbalkIyU39PZDQyZhwFtjOiODSL3lT8z+ukGF75mVBJilyx+aIwlQRjMv2b9IXmDOXYEsq0sLcSNqSaMrTpFG0I3uLLy6R5XvEuKtX7arl2ncdRgGM4gTPw4BJqcAt1aACDATzDK7w50nlx3p2PeeuKk88cwR84nz/NB41+</latexit>

J4

<latexit sha1_base64="MKTg5QNALJfTS6MpzB+I21jz0zM=">AAAB+HicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1ofjbp0M1gEVyXRoi6L3bisYB/QxjCZTtuhk0mYmQg19EvcuFDErZ/izr9x0mahrQcGDufcyz1zgpgzpR3n2yqsrW9sbhW3Szu7e/tl++CwraJEEtoiEY9kN8CKciZoSzPNaTeWFIcBp51g0sj8ziOVikXiXk9j6oV4JNiQEayN5Nvlfoj1mGCeNmb+6OHCtytO1ZkDrRI3JxXI0fTtr/4gIklIhSYcK9VznVh7KZaaEU5npX6iaIzJBI9oz1CBQ6q8dB58hk6NMkDDSJonNJqrvzdSHCo1DQMzmcVUy14m/uf1Ej289lIm4kRTQRaHhglHOkJZC2jAJCWaTw3BRDKTFZExlpho01XJlOAuf3mVtM+r7mW1dler1G/yOopwDCdwBi5cQR1uoQktIJDAM7zCm/VkvVjv1sditGDlO0fwB9bnD539kxI=</latexit>

C3
g

<latexit sha1_base64="WtVVLkveaRULEg9uOn1W52LVtO4=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkqMeiF48V7Qe0oWy2k3bpZhN2N0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjU0nGqGDZZLGLVCahGwSU2DTcCO4lCGgUC28H4dua3n1BpHstHM0nQj+hQ8pAzaqz0kPS9frniVt05yCrxclKBHI1++as3iFkaoTRMUK27npsYP6PKcCZwWuqlGhPKxnSIXUsljVD72fzUKTmzyoCEsbIlDZmrvycyGmk9iQLbGVEz0sveTPzP66YmvPYzLpPUoGSLRWEqiInJ7G8y4AqZERNLKFPc3krYiCrKjE2nZEPwll9eJa2LqndZrd3XKvWbPI4inMApnIMHV1CHO2hAExgM4Rle4c0Rzovz7nwsWgtOPnMMf+B8/gACbo2h</latexit>p1

<latexit sha1_base64="lfjEq2ZVlSJMUvqhpQemAs6Nhh4=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lKUY9FLx4r2lpoQ9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+hO8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCoreNUMWyxWMSqE1CNgktsGW4EdhKFNAoEPgbjm5n/+IRK81g+mEmCfkSHkoecUWOl+6Rf65crbtWdg6wSLycVyNHsl796g5ilEUrDBNW667mJ8TOqDGcCp6VeqjGhbEyH2LVU0gi1n81PnZIzqwxIGCtb0pC5+nsio5HWkyiwnRE1I73szcT/vG5qwis/4zJJDUq2WBSmgpiYzP4mA66QGTGxhDLF7a2EjaiizNh0SjYEb/nlVdKuVb2Lav2uXmlc53EU4QRO4Rw8uIQG3EITWsBgCM/wCm+OcF6cd+dj0Vpw8plj+APn8wcD8o2i</latexit>p2

<latexit sha1_base64="TnFXd0WF2keaW9dpfuXYmDfv4Fc=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0m0qMeiF48V7Qe0oWy2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1Bqw8GHu/NMDMvSKQw6LpfTmFldW19o7hZ2tre2d0r7x+0TJxqxpsslrHuBNRwKRRvokDJO4nmNAokbwfjm5nffuTaiFg94CThfkSHSoSCUbTSfdI/75crbtWdg/wlXk4qkKPRL3/2BjFLI66QSWpM13MT9DOqUTDJp6VeanhC2ZgOeddSRSNu/Gx+6pScWGVAwljbUkjm6s+JjEbGTKLAdkYUR2bZm4n/ed0Uwys/EypJkSu2WBSmkmBMZn+TgdCcoZxYQpkW9lbCRlRThjadkg3BW375L2mdVb2Lau2uVqlf53EU4QiO4RQ8uIQ63EIDmsBgCE/wAq+OdJ6dN+d90Vpw8plD+AXn4xsFdo2j</latexit>p3

<latexit sha1_base64="5qqAjw1YTtZ9L4PvUnzbaUEklQQ=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkqMeiF48V7Qe0oWy2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/ncLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxqmTjVjDdZLGPdCajhUijeRIGSdxLNaRRI3g7GtzO//cS1EbF6xEnC/YgOlQgFo2ilh6Rf65crbtWdg6wSLycVyNHol796g5ilEVfIJDWm67kJ+hnVKJjk01IvNTyhbEyHvGupohE3fjY/dUrOrDIgYaxtKSRz9fdERiNjJlFgOyOKI7PszcT/vG6K4bWfCZWkyBVbLApTSTAms7/JQGjOUE4soUwLeythI6opQ5tOyYbgLb+8SloXVe+yWruvVeo3eRxFOIFTOAcPrqAOd9CAJjAYwjO8wpsjnRfn3flYtBacfOYY/sD5/AEG+o2k</latexit>p4

(a) IPC contexts and their
slots and queues in Phase 1.

(b) The group queue used in Phase 2.

(c) Bandwidth-delegation graph.

Fig. 2: Example illustrating a snapshot of the different structures of the server group g during IPC. In this example, each reservation Rj

contains a task Tj and Ri has lower priority than Rj if i < j. The resource server S1 is blocked waiting for S2 to reply to R1,2.

B. Bandwidth Delegation Rules

The core sequencing rules are insufficient as they do not
consider any notion of progress. We now augment them with
bandwidth delegation rules to support the passive server model.
These rules define how jobs delegate service tokens to resource
servers through different bandwidth proxies (as depicted in
Fig. 2c): in Phase 1, jobs delegate their bandwidth to IPC
contexts; in Phase 2, IPC contexts delegate their bandwidth to
the IPC contexts blocking them or to resource servers.

Phase 1. Jobs simply delegate their bandwidth to the IPC
context they hold or are waiting to acquire.
D1 Ji delegates bandwidth to Ckg as long as Rj requires Ckg .

Phase 2. During Phase 2, we must ensure that resource servers
receive bandwidth from the IPC contexts of the requests they
are serving, and that not-yet-committed IPC contexts delegate
their bandwidth to requests blocking them.

Before stating a rule for the latter case, let us introduce some
terminology for blocking during Phase 2. Let B(Ckg ) be the set
of the IPC contexts preventing Rk,1 from being committed, i.e.,
IPC contexts that precede Ckg in GQ and whose ticket multiset
overlaps with Ckg ’s. We say that Cbg blocks Ckg directly if it is the
element of B(Ckg ) with the latest timestamp. Since timestamps
are ordered totally, only one IPC context can directly block
Ckg . Blocking is transitive, thus any IPC context Cdg blocking
Cbg also blocks Ckg . We then say that Cdg blocks Ckg transitively.

The delegation rules for Phase 2 are defined below.
D2 A committed IPC context Ckg delegates its bandwidth to

the server handling the request on top of Ckg ’s call stack.
D3 If Ckg is not committed and queued in GQ, it delegates

its bandwidth to the IPC context Cbg directly blocking it.
Fig. 2c shows an example of a bandwidth-delegation graph

obtained during the two phases. Ultimately, resource servers re-
ceive the service tokens of all jobs directly or indirectly waiting
for them to finish processing the currently served request.

C. Request Abortion Rules

There are two strategies for handling budget exhaustion
during IPC: checking budgets beforehand or aborting requests
emitted by jobs of exhausted reservations. The first strategy

prevents budget exhaustion during IPC and does not require
additional rules, but it places a significant configuration burden
on the system integrator. The second strategy requires additional
rules that we present now.

When a task exhausts its reservation budget during IPC,
the top-level scheduler tries to abort the C2S request of the
corresponding job. A C2S invocation request can be aborted
only if it is not yet committed. Otherwise, the request must be
carried out to completion.

The action taken to abort a request depends on the stage
reached by the job in the invocation process.
X1 If Rj exhausts its budget while it is queued in PQk

g , then
Rj is dequeued from PQk

g and Ji’s request is aborted.
X2 If Rj exhausts its budget while it is slotted, then Rj ceases

to be slotted.
X3 If Rj exhausts its budget while Ji is holding Ckg and
Rk,1 is not committed yet, then Rk,1 is aborted and Ckg
is dequeued from GQ and released.

With the protocol’s main rules in place, we next analyze its
properties. In particular, we bound the budget drain over the
course of a C2S request and show that progress is ensured.

V. G(IP)2C: BUDGET DRAIN AND DEADLOCK FREEDOM

In the following analysis, we reuse the context in which
the protocol rules have been expressed: job Ji is contained
in a reservation Rj assigned to processor pk and invokes a
resource server Sq contained in group g to carry out operation o.
We assume that gip_reply and gip_wait are performed
atomically as part of a single gip_reply_wait system call.

We define the following times in the lifecycle of Ji’s request.
• At t = t1, Ji initiates Phase 1.
• At t = t2, Rj is slotted.
• At t = t3, Ji initiates Phase 2.
• At t = t4, Rk,1 is committed.
• At t = t5, Rk,1 completes.
We further denote by Lmax the total length of the longest

server operation in the group g, i.e., the maximum end-to-end
budget required in total by all servers involved in handling this
operation in the absence of contention.

5



Requests that are pruned due to budget exhaustion lose all
progress and must be reissued, which resets the analysis. In the
following, we thus assume that the reservation under analysis
Rj does not exhaust its budget during [t1, t5), but place no
assumptions on the behavior of any contending reservations.

First, we note the absence of deadlock.

Theorem 1. The G(IP)2C protocol is deadlock-free.

Proof. By contradiction. Consider a resource server Sq waiting
for a resource server Sr and suppose that Sr is directly (or
indirectly) waiting for Sq (i.e., there is a cycle in the wait-for
graph). By the definition of server groups, the two servers
belong to the same group g. Let Ckg and Clg be the IPC contexts
of the request served by Sq and Sr, respectively. By Rule S4,
Ckg and Clg both track committed requests. By Rules S2 and S6,
a server ticket is required to invoke a server, and consumed only
after the corresponding request has been completed. Hence, the
ticket multisets of both Ckg and Clg include a ticket for Sr. By
Rule S3, neither Sq nor Sr can process a request tracked by
an IPC context with an earlier timestamp and an intersecting
ticket multiset. It follows that Ckg and Clg must be the same
IPC context. However, by Rule S2, Sr is not serving any
request currently on Ckg ’s call stack, so Ckg and Clg are distinct.
Contradiction.

Having observed that all requests eventually progress, we
next consider the progress of Ji’s request more closely. We
say that Ji’s request makes progress whenever (i) the server
processing Ji’s C2S request, (ii) a server processing an S2S
request resulting from Ji’s C2S request, or (iii) a server
processing a request blocking Ji’s request has a service token
in its bandwidth that allows it to be scheduled.

Since the progress of Ji during Phase 1 depends on the
progress of the job holding the IPC context Ji is waiting for,
we proceed backward and start by analyzing Phase 2.

Lemma 1. During Phase 2, the request of the job holding an
IPC context Ckg makes progress whenever a reservation requiring
Ckg drains budget.

Proof. Let Jh denote the job holding Ckg . All jobs requiring Ckg
delegate their bandwidth to Ckg . Therefore, when a reservation
of any of these jobs drains budget, Jh’s request makes progress
if Ckg delegates its bandwidth to a resource server handling
Jh’s request or a request preventing Jh’s request from being
committed. If Ckg is committed, then the server handling Ckg ’s
current request receives Ckg ’s bandwidth (Rule D2) and the
claim follows. Otherwise, there is a unique IPC context Cbg
directly blocking Ckg and therefore receiving Ckg ’s bandwidth
(Rule D3). If Cbg is not committed, it delegates its bandwidth to
the only job directly blocking it. This process repeats until Ckg
delegates its bandwidth to a committed IPC context blocking
it transitively. By Rule D2, the resource server handling this
committed IPC context receives Ckg ’s bandwidth.

Building on Lemma 1, we observe that progress is guaranteed
throughout the whole request sequence.

Lemma 2. During [t1, t5), whenever Rj drains budget, Ji’s
request makes progress.

Proof. During [t1, t5), Ji requires Ckg and by Rule D1, it
delegates its bandwidth to Ckg . By Lemma 1, the request of
Ckg ’s holder makes progress whenever Rj drains bandwidth. It
follows that, during [t1, t3), Ji makes progress towards IPC
context acquisition. Then, during [t3, t5), Ji holds Ckg , therefore
Ji’s request makes progress.

We next bound the budget drained by Ji when it invokes
Sq . For ease of analysis, we again proceed backward in time,
starting with the interval [t4, t5).

Lemma 3. Rj drains at mostB4 , Lmax units of budget during
the interval [t4, t5).

Proof. By Theorem 1, there is no deadlock. In particular, once
Rk,1 is committed, it is not delayed by other requests as, by
Rule S3, there is no committed IPC context in GQ with an
intersecting ticket multiset. By Lemma 2, Rk,1 makes progress
whenever Rj drains budget. As servers processing Ji’s C2S
request and any resulting S2S requests require at most Lmax

units of budget in total to complete the request, Rj drains at
most Lmax units of budget during [t4, t5).

Lemma 4. Rj drains at most B3 , (m − 1) · Lmax units of
budget during the interval [t3, t4).

Proof. The IPC contexts preventing Rk,1 from being commit-
ted are necessarily preceding Ckg in GQ. Since at most m IPC
contexts can be acquired at a time, and they are enqueued by
timestamp order in GQ, at most m−1 IPC contexts precede Ckg
in GQ. Since Rk,1 makes progress whenever Rj drains budget,
it follows analogously to Lemma 3 that Rj drains at most
(m− 1) ·Lmax units of budget before Rk,1 is committed.

Lemma 5. Rj drains at mostB2 , Lmax units of budget during
the interval [t2, t3).

Proof. At time t2, Rj is slotted. If Ji acquires Ckg immediately
due to Rule C3, then t2 = t3. Otherwise, another job is holding
Ckg at time t2. By Rules C3 and S5 in the regular case, and
by Rules X2 and X3 in the case of budget exhaustion, the
request of the job holding Ckg is already committed at time t2.
By Rule C2, analogously to Lemma 3, this request completes
after Rj drains at most Lmax units of budget.

Lemma 6. Rj drains at most B1 , m · Lmax units of budget
during the interval [t1, t2).

Proof. After having drained m · Lmax units of budget, either
t2 is reached and Rj is slotted, in which case the claim holds
trivially, or Rj is still waiting to be slotted. In the latter case, if
Ji is still waiting after Rj has drained m·Lmax units of budget,
then the job of the reservation occupying Ckg ’s slot at time t1
has been delegated sufficient budget to acquire Ckg (analogously
to Lemma 5) and have its request committed (analogously to
Lemma 4). Consequently, the reservation now occupying Ckg ’s
slot has been slotted no earlier than at time t1. According
to Rule C2, this reservation thus has higher priority than Rj .

6



Therefore, Rj is not the highest-priority active reservation on
its assigned processor and thus does not drain budget.

Jointly, the above lemmas yield the end-to-end budget-drain
bound B , B1+B2+B3+B4, which we note as Theorem 2.

Theorem 2. Under the G(IP)2C protocol, Rj drains at most
B = (2m+ 1) · Lmax units of budget during [t1, t5).

Theorem 2 establishes temporal isolation with bounded
interference: the maximum amount of budget drained when
accessing a shared server is bounded by B irrespective of
the behavior of any other clients of the server. In particular,
note that Theorem 2 places no assumptions on the number of
competing clients, their access patterns, on which processors
they reside, and whether they exhaust their reservation’s budget.

By design, the G(IP)2C protocol ensures an even stronger
property, namely complete temporal isolation at the group
level: a reservation is entirely unaffected by contention in
server groups its constituent tasks do not access.

Theorem 3. Under the G(IP)2C protocol, if task Ti does not
invoke any resource server in group g, then IPC calls to resource
servers in g do not affect Rj’s budget consumption.

Proof. By design, the only way for a resource server to
drain budget on behalf of another task is through bandwidth
delegation, which is managed at the server group level.
Therefore, if Ti does not invoke a resource server in g, no
resource server receives service tokens from Ti’s pending jobs,
and hence none of Rj’s budget is consumed by servers in g.

This concludes our analysis of the core G(IP)2C protocol.

VI. G(IP)2C: PROTOCOL EXTENSIONS

In this section, we define additional rules adding support for
reservations containing multiple tasks and background jobs.

A. Multi-Occupancy Reservation Support

Supporting multiple tasks per reservation requires managing
contention at an additional level. To that end, we introduce
a Phase 0 in which jobs contend for a right-to-invoke token
(RIT) before competing for an IPC context. There is one such
RIT per server group in each reservation. An RIT represents a
job’s right to use its reservation budget to engage in IPC.

Priority inversion may occur during Phase 0, causing a job
to consume budget while it waits for an RIT. We address this
issue by introducing RIT stealing: an acquired RIT can be
stolen unless its reservation is slotted. The highest-priority job
of a reservation can acquire an already held RIT if it can be
stolen. As we establish below, with this mechanism in place, a
job does not consume more budget to acquire an IPC context
than it would if it was the only job in its reservation.

Let us define the rules governing Phase 0. For each server
group and each reservation, there is one RIT and an associated
priority queue of jobs. We denote by λjg reservation Rj’s
RIT for the server group g and by RQg,j the priority queue
sequencing access to it. Suppose Ji and Jk are two jobs in Rj

competing for λjg: Ji acquires λjg under the rules below.

R1 Ji is enqueued in RQj
g when it starts requiring λjg . Jobs

in RQj
g are ordered according to the intra-reservation

priority of their assigned service token.
R2 Ji acquires λjg when (a) Ji is the head of RQj

g and (b) λjg
can be stolen or no job is holding it.

R3 Ji remains enqueued in RQj
g as long as it requires λjg .

R4 When a job Jk is holding λjg when Ji steals it by Rule R2,
then Jk releases λjg and Ji starts holding it instead.

A job delegates its bandwidth to an RIT from the start of
Phase 0 until the end of its invocation request.
D5 Ji delegates its bandwidth to λjg from the moment it enters

RQj
g to the moment its invocation request completes.

The rules of Phase 1 need some adaptations. First of all,
we must modify the acquisition and the delegation rules to
consider RITs instead of jobs.
C3’ The job holding λjg acquires Ckg when (a) its reservation

Rj occupies Ckg ’s slot and (b) no other job is holding Ckg .
D1’ λjg delegates bandwidth to Ckg as long as Rj requires Ckg .

Then, additional rules are required to define when an RIT
can be stolen and when it is released.
C4 λjg cannot be stolen while Rj is slotted.
C5 Ji releases λjg when its request is committed.

We assume that, if any job is waiting for λjg when λjg is
released, then λjg is reacquired and Rj is re-enqueued in PQk

g

right away. In other words, no reservation with priority lower
than Rj’s is slotted while some job in Rj is waiting for λjg
and Rj does not deplete its budget.

We extend the budget-drain analysis presented in Section V
to Phase 0. We say that job Ji consumes its reservation’s Rj’s
budget when Rj drains budget and Ji is Rj’s highest-priority
pending job. Let t0 denote the time at which Ji initiates Phase 0.
We redefine t1 to be the time at which Ji initiates Phase 1,
and t2 to be the first point in time at which Rj is slotted and
Ji holds λjg. After t2, λjg cannot be stolen anymore and the
analysis remains unchanged. We assume the reservation under
analysis Rj does not exhaust its budget during [t0, t5).

Lemma 7. If Ji consumes Rj’s budget during [t0, t1), then Ji
does not consume budget during [t1, t2).

Proof. By contradiction. Suppose Ji has consumed Rj’s budget
at some point during [t0, t1) and there exists a time t ∈ [t1, t2)
at which Ji also consumes budget. Ji consumes budget during
[t0, t1) only if it is the head of RQj

g and cannot acquire λjg,
which by Rules R2 and C4 implies that Rj is slotted at time t.
Since t < t2, by the definition of t2, Rj is not slotted. Thus,
some other reservation is slotted at time t. Since Ji is waiting
for or holding λjg throughout [t0, t2), Ckg ’s slot is not occupied
by a lower-priority reservation at time t. It follows that Ckg ’s
slot is occupied by a higher-priority reservation. Therefore, Rj

is not the highest-priority reservation on its processor and thus
does not drain budget at time t. Contradiction.

Lemma 8. Ji consumes at most m · Lmax units of Rj’s budget
during [t0, t1).
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Proof. By contradiction. Suppose there exists a time t ∈ [t0, t1)
at which Ji is consuming budget and has consumed more than
m·Lmax units of budget in total. First observe that Ji consumes
Rj’s budget during [t0, t1) only if it is RQj

g’s head and cannot
acquire λjg, which implies that λjg is held by a lower-priority
job and λjg cannot be stolen. Therefore, at any point in time
that Ji consumes budget, Rj is slotted. At time t, Rj has thus
been slotted for more than m · Lmax time units. It follows
analogous to Lemmas 4 and 5 that the job holding λjg when
Ji first required λjg must have already released it by time t,
but by the definition of t1, Ji did not acquire it. Consequently,
at time t, λjg is held by a higher-priority job, and Ji thus does
not consume Rj’s budget. Contradiction.

Lemma 9. If another job steals λjg from Ji at a time t ∈ [t1, t2),
then Ji does not consume Rj’s budget during [t, t2).

Proof. By contradiction. Suppose there exists a time t′ ∈ [t, t2)
at which Ji drains budget and t2 has not been reached yet. If
a job steals λjg from Ji, then by Rule R2, Ji is not the highest-
priority job in Rj . Ji thus does not consume budget until it
again becomes the highest-priority job in Rj , which happens
only after the higher-priority job that stole λjg releases λjg,
which by Rules C3’ and C5 happens only if Rj is slotted. By
the definition of t2, however, Rj is not slotted at time t′. Recall
that, when λjg is released, no reservation with a priority lower
than Rj can occupy Ckg ’s slot if RQj

g is not empty. Therefore,
at time t′, since t′ < t2, Ckg ’s slot is occupied by a higher-
priority reservation. Therefore, Rj does not drain budget and
Ji does not consume Rj’s budget at time t′. Contradiction.

Lemma 10. Ji consumes at most m · Lmax units of budget
during [t1, t2).

Proof. If no job steals λjg from Ji, then the claim follows
analogously to Lemma 6. Otherwise, let t be the time at
which λjg is stolen from Ji for the first time during [t1, t2). By
Lemma 9, Ji does not consume budget after time t. Further, Ji
consumes no more than m ·Lmax units of budget during [t1, t)
since otherwise t2 is reached (analogously to Lemma 6).

Lemma 11. Ji consumes at mostm ·Lmax units ofRj’s budget
during [t0, t2).

Proof. By case analysis. If Ji consumes budget during [t0, t1),
then by Lemma 7 Ji consumes no budget during [t1, t2) and
by Lemma 8 at most m · Lmax units of budget during [t0, t1).

Otherwise, if Ji does not consume budget during [t0, t1),
then by Lemma 10 Ji consumes at most m · Lmax units of
budget during [t1, t2).

Lemma 11 replaces Lemma 6 in the sequence of bounds
leading to Theorem 2, which establishes that temporal isolation
is preserved even if multiple tasks share a reservation.

The next extension provides support for background tasks.

B. Background Tasks Support

Background tasks are low-priority tasks served in a best-
effort fashion. Background jobs follow the same invocation
process as regular ones, with two major differences. The first
difference is that background jobs always have lower priority
than non-background (i.e., regular) jobs.

We also consider reservations whose RIT is held by a
background job to have lower priority than regular reservations
for the purposes of the IPC protocol rules (i.e., the behavior
of the reservation scheduler is not affected). We call such
reservations background reservations.

The second difference is that background jobs with not-yet-
committed requests cede any protocol resources they hold (RIT
or IPC context) to regular jobs. A background job’s request is
aborted when it cedes a protocol resource and is later reissued.

Background job support is governed by the rules below. In
these rules, Jb is a background job in reservation Rj .

B1 Background jobs have lower priority than regular jobs.
B2 During Phase 1, background reservations are considered

to have lower priority than regular reservations.
B3 If Jb holds λjg , and a regular job starts requiring λjg , then

Jb releases λjg .
B4 If Jb holds λjg, Rj occupies Ckg ’s slot and there is at

least one regular job requiring λjg or Ckg , then Rj vacates
Ckg ’s slot, Jb releases Ckg (if Jb is holding it), and Rj is
reenqueued in PQk

g .

These rules ensure that background jobs do not increase the
budget-drain bound established for regular jobs.

Lemma 12. Under the above rules, Theorem 2 holds for regular
jobs even in the presence of background jobs.

Proof. Consider a regular job Ji and a background job Jb.
During Phase 0 and Phase 1, unless Jb’s request is already
committed, Jb (or the reservation containing Jb) releases any
resource it holds (RIT, slot, or IPC context) when they are
required by Ji (or the reservation containing Ji). If Jb’s request
is already committed, then it is equivalent in effect to a
regular lower-priority job’s committed request and thus already
accounted for. Therefore, Jb does not cause additional delay
during Phase 0 or Phase 1. During Phase 2, Jb can delay Ji’s
request by preventing it from being committed. However, the
bound on the maximum delay in Phase 2 derives from the
limited number of available IPC contexts, which is not affected
by Jb’s background status, and hence still holds.

Support for background tasks offers an alternative to request
abortion in the event of a reservation exhausting its budget
during IPC. When budget exhaustion occurs, the associated
task is demoted to background status instead of aborting the
request. When the reservation budget is replenished, the task
becomes regular again. This strategy gives a chance for the
request to complete in a best-effort manner before otherwise
possible, and makes it unnecessary to expose the abortion and
reissuing of requests to the programmer.
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VII. EVALUATION

To assess the proposed protocol and its analysis in a practical
setting, and to experimentally justify the necessity of Phases 1
and 2, we implemented a prototype in LITMUSRT [3, 9].
Specifically, we explored three questions: (1) how tight is the
analytical budget-drain bound in practice, (2) what is the impact
of eliding Phase 1, and (3) what is the impact of employing
a work-conserving request selection policy during Phase 2?
We first describe our evaluation platform, then introduce the
employed benchmark and experimental protocol, and finally
present three experiments answering the above questions.

Platform. We performed experiments on an Intel platform
with a 4-core i5-4590 processor. We implemented the G(IP)2C
protocol in the latest release of LITMUSRT, which is based on
Linux 4.9. Our implementation is based on LITMUSRT’s P-RES
plugin, which implements partitioned reservation-based schedul-
ing. Our prototype supports background tasks as described in
Section VI-B and demotes jobs of depleted reservations to
background status instead of aborting their requests.

Regarding budget exhaustion, our implementation slightly
deviates from the protocol specification. Our prototype extends
a pre-existing variant of the P-RES plugin supporting non-
transitive bandwidth inheritance. We added support for transi-
tive bandwidth delegation on top of the existing implementation
by maintaining a delegation graph that is consulted to set up
direct bandwidth inheritance between clients and servers as
needed. Unfortunately, LITMUSRT’s pre-existing state-listener
facility used to notify the protocol implementation of budget
exhaustion during IPC does not support the reconfiguration of
bandwidth inheritance in the budget-exhaustion handler (due
to invariants related to Linux’s scheduler locks).

This limitation becomes an issue if a client waits to acquire
the IPC context assigned to a reservation that depletes its budget.
Instead of redesigning the existing bandwidth inheritance
mechanism, we instead employed an alternative lazy group-
queue cleanup strategy: IPC contexts of demoted requests are
pruned from the group queue during gip_reply.

Since at most Lmax budget units are drained before the
queue is cleaned up, waiting for an IPC context to be removed
from the group queue is equivalent to waiting for a committed
IPC context to be released. Thus, the worst-case behavior of
this workaround is equivalent to the worst-case behavior of
the specified protocol. Note that this issue stems purely from
our desire to reuse an existing codebase with certain design
limitations; a clean implementation “from scratch” can proceed
without such workarounds.

Benchmark. To easily compare different resource-server
topologies and request patterns, we evaluated the G(IP)2C
protocol using a synthetic application exhibiting configurable
runtime behavior. Our synthetic application involves clients
invoking a chain of q resource servers. We call each such
server in the chain a link. When the i-th server in the chain
receives a message, it first invokes its successor (if any), and
then spins before sending a reply.
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Fig. 3: Box plot showing the budget drained per link in Experiment 1.
The bottom and top whiskers show the first and fourth quartiles,
respectively; the box indicates the second and third quantiles. The
median is shown as a horizontal line, and outliers below the first
quartile are shown as points.

The spinning time depends on whether it is handling a
C2S or S2S request. In the case of a C2S request, the server
spins for i milliseconds. Otherwise, the server spins for one
millisecond before sending a reply. Therefore, the budget
needed to complete a C2S request is roughly equal to Lmax = q
milliseconds regardless of the invoked server’s position. This
design allows us to compare the budget drained under different
resource servers topologies (which is determined by the chain
length) using a common metric: the budget drain per link (i.e.,
the measured budget drain normalized by q). Correspondingly,
the budget required per link is Lmax

link = Lmax/q, which by
design is roughly one millisecond plus a small margin to
account for overheads and spin-loop inaccuracy.

Experimental protocol. We measured the budget drained by
a client under different contention scenarios. Our system is
partitioned, and the same number of clients c is assigned to each
core. Each client is contained in a sporadic polling reservation
with a unique fixed priority. We measure the budget drained
by the highest-priority client assigned to core 0. We call this
client the observed client and the other clients the contenders.
Unlike the contenders, the observed client checks that it has
sufficient budget before invoking a resource server.

In all experiments, the observed client always invokes the
first server in the chain. The server invoked by contenders
is determined by three different calling patterns: under the
s pattern, all clients call the first server in the chain; under
the r pattern, contenders select a resource server randomly
before each invocation; finally, under the d pattern, clients
are distributed evenly along the chain by priority and then by
assigned core. Specifically, using zero-based indexing, under
the d pattern, the i-th client of the k-th core invokes the server
at position p = (k · c+ i) mod q.

The s pattern is a pathological case that does not allow
for any in-group parallelism. Conversely, the d pattern allows
for in-group parallelism because clients are distributed along
the chain, and resource servers spin after receiving the reply
to their S2S requests, which leaves time windows in which
later-issued requests can be processed in parallel. Finally, the
r policy falls between the s and d strategies.

We measured the budget drained by the observed client
during each IPC request it sent to the server chain. We discarded
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Fig. 4: Average budget drain per link in Experiment 1.

the first measurement since resource servers may not be ready
to serve requests at the beginning of the experiment. Finally, we
determined the budget required per link to be Lmax

link = 1.025ms
by applying our experimental protocol without contenders.

Experiment 1: Tightness of the budget-drain bound. Our
first experiment aimed at empirically assessing the tightness of
the analytical budget-drain bound. We applied the experimental
protocol for chain lengths q ∈ {1, . . . , 8}, up to eight clients
per core, and all calling patterns (s, r, and d). We call a
combination of these three parameters a contention scenario.
Each reservation was provisioned with enough budget for three
IPC calls. In each of the 192 contention scenarios, the observed
client sent 1000 messages, yielding 191808 samples in total.

The measured budget drain per link is depicted in Fig. 3.
Foremost, we observe that samples close to the analytical upper
bound of (2m+ 1) · Lmax

link are indeed observable in practice,
which suggests that the analysis is not pessimistic.

We can also observe that the protocol works as expected
when there are only one or two clients per core. When there is
only one client per core, no budget is drained during Phase 1.
Therefore, the budget-drain bound per link is 4·Lmax

link = 4.1ms
in this case. If there are two clients per core, then the expected
bound is 8 · Lmax

link = 8.2ms. Indeed, the worst-case bound
is reached only when a client waits for a slot occupied by a
reservation waiting to acquire an IPC context. This scenario
implies the presence of three clients on the same core, as
validated by Fig. 3, which shows the observed maxima to
reach a plateau close to the analytical bound for c ≥ 3.

While the observed maxima do not vary with the calling
pattern, the distributions of observed samples clearly differ.
First, we observe that, in the case of the s pattern, most of the
values are concentrated in the second and third quartiles (i.e.,
the boxes are small in Fig. 3). This is not surprising since all
clients call the first server, so all nested calls are serialized.

Notice also how, for each c, the highest and the lowest
median values are always observed for the s and d patterns,
respectively. This is again unsurprising because, as mentioned
earlier, the s pattern does not allow for any in-group parallelism,
whereas the d pattern does. Fig. 4, which shows the mean
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Fig. 5: Maximum budget drain per link in Experiment 2.

observed budget drain per link, confirms this intuition. The
gap between the d and the s patterns clearly grows with c.

The r pattern performs slightly worse than the d pattern,
but the average observed budget-drain per link still follows a
similar trend. This result suggests that one may expect some
benefits from parallelism also in practical systems with complex
server topologies and irregular calling patterns.
Experiment 2: Effect of IPC context acquisition. A signif-
icant part of the budget drained during an IPC invocation is
expended during Phase 1. To study the impact of bypassing this
phase, we implemented a protocol version in which Phase 1 is
elided. We call this version G(IP)2C-UC. Instead of contending
for a shared, processor-local IPC context, IPC contexts are
picked from a global pool containing a sufficient number of IPC
contexts to satisfy the demand of all clients. This modification
has two effects: first, Phase 1 is elided; and second, the number
of IPC contexts in the group queue is unconstrained and thus
bounded only by the total number of clients.

We applied the experimental protocol to the G(IP)2C-UC
variant for the s pattern (i.e., all clients invoke the first server
in the chain), sending 1000 requests per contention scenario,
giving us 63936 samples in total. The results are presented in
Fig. 5, which shows the largest observed budget drain per link.

Under the the G(IP)2C-UC variant, the maximum observed
budget drain clearly scales with c, and is never lower than
under the full G(IP)2C as defined in Section IV. Furthermore,
note that, in mixed-criticality systems, the total number of
clients is not necessarily known in advance, and when it is, it
is not necessarily reliable or trusted. Consequently, the observed
scaling, and hence the implied dependency on a trustworthy
number of clients, is undesirable in this context.

Overall, Experiment 2 clearly shows the benefits of Phase 1:
sequencing intra-processor contention by providing only one
IPC context per core renders the maximum budget-drain bound
independent of the total number of contenders.
Experiment 3: Effect of non-work-conservation. The non-
work-conserving request selection strategy employed in Phase 2,
specifically the joint effect of Rules S3 and S4, limits the
degree of parallelism achieved by the G(IP)2C. In the third and
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Fig. 6: Maximum budget drain per link in Experiment 3.

final experiment, we therefore sought to study how the system
behaves if we employ a work-conserving approach instead.

To that end, we implemented a variant of the G(IP)2C
protocol that allows resource servers to process the first
available request in the group queue without performing
additional checks (i.e., without waiting for the request to
become committed), which we call G(IP)2C-WC. Note that
the G(IP)2C-WC does not prevent deadlock, which however is
avoided by design in our benchmark workload.

This experiment focuses on Phase 2. Consequently, our setup
involved only one client per core. As a workload, we employed
a slightly modified version of the r pattern in which contenders
never call the first server. We evaluated server chains of lengths
ranging from 2 to 16, where the observed client sent 10000
messages for each test case. In total, we collected 139986 data
points for each protocol variant.

Fig. 6 shows the results of Experiment 3. Since there is only
one job per core, no budget is drained during Phase 1, and thus
the bound on budget drain per chain link is 4·Lmax

link , as indicated
by the dashed horizontal red line. The work-conserving variant
G(IP)2C-WC behaves like the regular, non-work-conserving
G(IP)2C for q ≤ 3. Thereafter, however, the work-conserving
variant drains significantly more budget, exceeding the G(IP)2C
bound by approximately 51% for q = 4 and 368% for q = 16.

Recall that, by the design of our experimental setup, the
budget drained per link should not vary with the chain
length. However, Fig. 6 shows that, under the work-conserving
G(IP)2C-WC, the maximum observed normalized budget drain
increases massively with increasing q. The explanation for this
trend is that, since no check is performed before serving a
request, S2S requests can be delayed by any request associated
with any IPC context enqueued in GQ. As q increases, there are
ever more opportunities for later-arriving contenders to “sneak
in” and cause delays, which makes the worst case significantly
worse (compared to the full G(IP)2C).

In conclusion, Experiment 3 validates the non-work-
conserving design of Phase 2: while Rules S3 and S4 may
seem unintuitive at first, they are actually essential to obtaining
favorable and predictable worst-case behavior, which is clearly

desirable in the context of critical real-time systems.
Overall, our prototype implementation of the G(IP)2C

in LITMUSRT shows the protocol, despite its admittedly
many rules, to be realizable in a real system. Additionally,
Experiment 1 has shown the analytical budget-drain bound to
be tight, and Experiments 2 and 3 have validated key design
choices in the G(IP)2C to offer clear benefits.

VIII. LIMITATIONS AND OPEN QUESTIONS

We did not conduct a comparison of our G(IP)2C prototype
with prior IPC implementations in terms of low-level archi-
tectural overheads or achievable throughput. There are several
reasons for this: first, there is no natural baseline in LITMUSRT,
since the design of the underlying Linux kernel is not focused
on fast IPC. A direct comparison of our Linux-based prototype
with a more nimble microkernel, however, would be heavily
lopsided and thus not yield meaningful results.

Second, our prototype implementation is primarily a proof
of concept, and as such not heavily optimized. In contrast, IPC
paths in mature microkernels are typically some of the best-
optimized, most-heavily scrutinized code in the entire system.
Considerable engineering effort will be required to lift the
G(IP)2C protocol to a comparable level, which is beyond the
scope of this paper and remains future work.

Ultimately, the throughput and latency limits achievable with
the G(IP)2C protocol in the context of a proper microkernel
remains an open question at this point.

Nonetheless, the G(IP)2C protocol undoubtedly imposes
greater runtime overhead than more straightforward approaches
such as FIFO and priority queues. For one, when emitting a
C2S request (with gip_invoke), the relevant ticket multiset
must be re-initialized. This overhead does not exist in simpler
protocols and can become substantial for large multisets.

Additionally, the non-work-conserving behavior of the
gip_wait operation is costlier than in other IPC protocols
due to the need to check for intersecting ticket multisets. In
the worst case, a resource server may traverse the group queue
GQ completely in reverse order before findindg an eligible
request. This is clearly costlier than simply dequeuing the head
of a FIFO or priority queue. Fortunately, the traversal cost
remains bounded and relatively small since there are at most
m IPC contexts queued. Multiset intersection can be realized
efficiently with bit strings in which the ith bit indicates whether
at least one ticket for the ith resource server is present.

Finally, bandwidth delegation requires synchronization with
the scheduler and thus imposes additional overhead. It is
certainly not a lightweight technique, especially due to the
frequent migration of servers among processors (with its
implied loss of cache affinity). However, it is presently unknown
whether it is even possible to realize synchronous inter-
processor IPC with strong temporal isolation without relying on
techniques similar to bandwidth delegation. In line with earlier
considerations [4, 5], we conjecture the answer to be negative.

On a positive note, the G(IP)2C protocol conceptually allows
for a fast path, which is crucial to achieving performance
approaching existing microkernel-based systems. A fast path
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could allow for a direct context switch (i.e., without involving
the scheduler) from client to server whenever the server can
process a request immediately. In particular, in a fully initialized
system (with all servers running), all S2S requests could take
this fast path. There is considerable potential in this direction.

Last but not least, a major constraint imposed by our protocol
is its notion of server groups, which shapes overall system
design. To maximize parallelism, it is desirable to obtain many
small server groups. Naı̈ve designs, however, with globally
shared servers (e.g., if all subsystems rely on a single, shared
page allocator) can easily degenerate into a single group
comprising all servers. Avoiding this requires careful resource
partitioning (e.g., separate memory pools).

Overall, the G(IP)2C protocol offers a new tradeoff: unprece-
dented temporal isolation with O(m) bounds, but at the cost
of nontrivial overhead. In contrast, prior S2S-capable protocols
are overhead-optimized, but lack temporal isolation and no
applicable multiprocessor bounds are known for them.

IX. RELATED WORK

This paper combines techniques stemming from mixed-
criticality systems, real-time resource sharing, microkernel
design, and reservation-based scheduling. As each of these
areas is vast in itself, having received much attention for many
years, we focus on the most closely related prior work.

Reservation-based scheduling is central to our approach
to providing temporal isolation. The G(IP)2C rules are not
tied to any particular scheduler. The prototype presented in
Section VII uses simple polling reservations [27], but more
flexible approaches such as CBS [1] or RBED [7] can be
adapted such that Rules A1 and A2 are satisfied, too.

Prior work on microkernel IPC has focused primarily on max-
imizing throughput in the absence of contention [23, 24, 30].
The sequencing of concurrent requests has received less
attention, with prior work focused on priority and FIFO-
ordered wait queues. For example, TU Dresden’s Fiasco.OC
microkernel [19] and seL4’s mixed-criticality variant seL4-
MCS [25] use priority queues to order IPC requests, while the
MBWI protocol [11] (which can be trivially adapted into an IPC
protocol) and “plain” seL4 [18] use FIFO queues. Mergendahl
et al. recently showed that implementation choices surrounding
IPC and budget enforcement can undermine temporal isolation
guarantees even on uniprocessors [28].

We focus in this paper exclusively on resources and services
shared at the software level. We do not consider implicitly
shared hardware resources such as memory caches or DRAM
controllers, which can give rise to substantial hardware-induced
interference. This is a major problem in practice and has
received much attention in recent years [14, 26], but it is largely
orthogonal to the IPC coordination problem studied herein.

The structure of the G(IP)2C protocol is inspired by the
RNLP [36] and the GIPP [31]. The server ticket abstraction
implements a form of DGL [37]. The G(IP)2C protocol can
be seen as the first RLNP instantiation to reservation-based
scheduling, even though the RNLP is designed for systems
using JLFP scheduling, unmediated direct resource access, and

locking primitives. This change in setting results in a tighter
coupling between the two phases of the G(IP)2C than there
usually is between the two main components of the RNLP.
Further related protocols and techniques may be found in
a comprehensive review of multiprocessor real-time locking
protocols [2]. Tong et al. explored the complexities that arise
when dealing with budget depletion in locking protocols [35].

Our approach to ensuring progress in the G(IP)2C protocol,
bandwidth delegation, is a form of allocation inheritance [17]
and inspired by a number of earlier multiprocessors protocols
employing similar techniques [4, 6, 11, 31]. Already more than
two decades ago, a microkernel in the L4 family used process
migration during IPC to “help” servers complete requests [15,
16]. Bandwidth delegation can also be seen as an emulation of
the migrating-threads model [12], which has also influenced
the designs of Composite OS [29] and seL4-MCS [25].

Service tokens are conceptually similar to scheduling con-
texts [20], TCaps [13], or scheduling context capabilities [25].
The G(IP)2C protocol relies on the fact that service tokens
embed the priority of their assigned job and the ability to revoke
bandwidth delegation. Scheduling context capabilities [25]
do not embed priority and rely on the immediate priority
ceiling protocol [33] to implement the passive server model.
Unfortunately, this approach by itself is insufficient to ensure
temporal isolation in multiprocessor systems [4]. The TCaps
design has not yet been extended to multiprocessors either.

Finally, the MC-IPC protocol [5] is in some ways a precursor
of the G(IP)2C protocol, but only conceptually, not in terms of
technique. In fact, the G(IP)2C is structurally rather dissimilar
and uses substantially more advanced progress and sequencing
techniques, as necessitated by the support for S2S requests.

X. CONCLUSION

We have considered the problem of temporally isolated
synchronous IPC in the presence of S2S requests in parti-
tioned, reservation-based multiprocessor real-time systems, and
proposed the G(IP)2C protocol as the first solution.

The G(IP)2C protocol lifts the main limitation of MC-IPC [5]
while preserving its analytical properties. From a protocol-
and mechanism-design perspective, the G(IP)2C protocol can
be seen as the first RNLP [36] instantiation that is not a
locking protocol, and not geared towards JLFP scheduling.
Furthermore, it is the first variant with support for multi-
occupancy reservations and background tasks.

We have shown the G(IP)2C to be practically realizable with
an implementation in LITMUSRT. Using our prototype, we have
experimentally demonstrated the tightness of the established
budget-drain bound, and that omitting key elements of the
protocol’s design results in a loss of temporal isolation.

In future work, it would be interesting to focus on the low-
level implementation details of the G(IP)2C protocol. In par-
ticular, the integration of a fast path and the interplay between
IPC and the scheduling infrastructure pose many optimization
opportunities. Analytically, it would be an intriguing challenge
to generalize the protocol to other multiprocessor scheduling
models, including clustered and semi-partitioned scheduling.
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